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The embattled Republic reels from the attacks of Grand Admiral Thrawn, who has marshaled the

remnants of the Imperial forces and driven the Rebels back with an abominable technology

recovered from the Emperor's secret fortress: clone soldiers. As Thrawn mounts his final siege, Han

and Chewbacca struggle to form a coalition of smugglers for a last-ditch attack against the empire,

while Leia holds the Alliance together and prepares for the birth of her Jedi twins. Overwhelmed by

the ships and clones at Thrawn's command, the Republic has one last hope: sending a small force,

led by Luke Skywalker, into the very stronghold that houses Thrawn's terrible cloning machines.

There a final danger awaits, as the Dark Jedi C'baoth directs the battle against the Rebels and

builds his strength to finish what he had already started: the destruction of Luke Skywalker.
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Whether Tim Zahn wrote the Thrawn canon or the other way around, these 3 books were awesome!

Zahn truly gets the 'persona and characteristics' of the characters and does a masterpiece using

them in writing the stories, with great action that makes sense. Also being a Star Wars Rebels TV

series fan, he captures Thrawn's psyche perfectly. I also highly recommend the 'Thrawn' book

which covers the discovery and rise of Thrawn.Only frustrating thing is Disney introducing 'Ben' as

the only kid of Solo and Leia in the Episode 7 'movie'. But in the books, she has 'twins' (Jacen and

Jaina). Confuse the audience bs! If Disney owns 'the rights', is anyone even overseeing

continuity?!?



**SPOILERS**In the Thrawn Trilogy, Timothy Zahn kicks off the EU proper with a trilogy usually

regarded as one of the EU's high points--and with good reason. Zahn definitely has a feel for Star

Wars and his writing is perfectly suited for the task at hand. Thrawn is an extremely compelling

character, as is Palleon. Jorus C'boath is another interesting character, and Mara Jade is downright

essential. Most good EU novels will follow the same sort of direction as what Zahn did in the Thrawn

trilogy, and characters from these books will pop up time and time again in subsequent EU

books.This book however confused me upon first reading. I did not understand that Luuke and

Luuuke were clones of Luke. I literally thought this was an editing error. Keep this in mind and you

will avoid that confusion!

This ends the THawn Trilogy. It was a good series. The story really picks up in this last book . I can

see why all three books make up a great series. Zahn did a good job writing the books. He followed

Star Wars the way George Lucas created it and didn't go off that track. He did add some new things

that would fit in the story. Mainly new characters. Its one of the best Trilogies in the Star Wars saga.

Timothy Zahn is a mastermind of science fiction. As an author his brilliance is on par with Poul

Anderson and the like. This series is an amazing continuation of the Star Wars universe. Especially

considering he does so much to build characters, create new worlds and all while staying in line with

the amazing alternate universe that is the Star Wars universe.A must read, it will fill in gaps and

create new and better possibilities.

This series is great. The author did a masterful job of telling what happens after the Emperor falls

and how the last of his Empire fight for what they feel is right and how the New Republic forms

amongst all that drama. I recommend all Star Wars fans to read this series.

the reason I'm giving this book the 5 star is simply out of appreciation for the author's fantastic work.

Like all the books of the Thrawn Trilogy, it was fast-paced, witty, action-packed, and compelling.

Everything in the Star Wars we know and love. This one however eclipsed the past two completely.

The conclusion involved the internal struggle of Mara Jade as she wrestles with the decision of

fulfilling her dead master's last command and Luke prepares for his final battle with the psychotic

dark jedi Joruus C'baoth. The battle against the empire seemed hopeless as we keep seeing the

new republic pounded by Thrawn's clone troopers and dark force fleet to the point where the reader



thinks: Are they going to do it? Will the New Republic prevail? What's going to happen?! Zahn does

a good job of building up all this hatred toward C'aboth and yet understanding why he is what he is.

I liked seeing what was happening in both fleets and every move they pulled. Nice that the military

theme in Star Wars was expressed. Something that was glossed over in other books. Last thing, my

most favorite part of the book was the events speeding up to the end and the most epic conclusion

in science fiction; including the last battle against C'baoth which brings out a big surprise. I won't

give spoilers but I'll give you a hint: A duel of the soul in a dark cave. Thank you Timothy Zahn for

writing such a great book worthy of Star Wars! Thank you and may the force be with you!!!

Timothy Zahn Star Wars books are the best and Thrawn is a great villain. The detail about the force

abilities and thinking that goes behind Luke's choices is done very well. I never thought I'd like a

Star Wars fan fiction book until I read this series. If you are a fan I highly recommend it as will

anyone else who has ever read any Star Wars books. It's obviously good enough that Disney even

added Thrawn to the official Star Wars universe as he is in the show 'Star Wars: Rebels.' I'm sure

many would agree all the Thrawn books, would have made for great movies, but still they are great

on their own no matter what the movies do with the characters
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